
The honest Fox.

There was beautiful a forest where a fox
named Flex lived. 

 



There was nobody lived with Flex and
he was always lonely in his cave.

 



Flex was kind and honest and
He had fluffy tail 

 



One day , he went outside and he
walked for a long time. 

 



Flex was tired and sat under a tree for
minutes, So he wanted rest.

 



After a few minutes, Flex heard a
sound. 

 



He looked and checked around him.
but, he did not see anybody.

 



After a while when Flex rested, he
left and searched where the sound

was.
 



Flex saw an old owl , a squirrel and
a bear. 

 



They wanted food and rest.
 



When they saw flex, they were
happy and They looked at each

other.
 
 



When flex approached at them, he
said Hi

 



The owl , squirrel and bear replied
flex ‘Hi’

 



Flex asked them ‘ what are you
doing here?

 



Flex asked them ‘ what are you
doing here?

 



They told him ‘that they  were all starving
and wanting these fruits but they couldn't

afford to reach them.
 



Can you help us, they asked
Flex.

 



Flex couldn’t resist the challenge,
that  they asked him

 



But it a bit difficult and
dangerous.



He accepted and he said ‘ don't
worry about that.

 



I will help and bring these fruits
for everyone. Flex said.

 



Flex climbed higher and higher with
his nimble paws and swift movements

till he reached the very top. 
 



 Flex threw the fruit on the ground.
 



When they saw the fruits throwing
flex and falling on the ground, it

was a surprise to them.



They ran toward the fruit and took it one
by one. They did think  about that Flex
was on a tall tree and they ate the fruit

until they were satisfied.
 



Flex released that there was no one who
wanted to help him and He asked them ‘

how can I come down from the tree?
 
 



Old owl and bear launched Flex but the
squirrel called summy amazed his friends.,so  
Summy asked his friend‘ can’t we help him?

 
 



Summy asked his friend‘ can’t we help him?
Summy went toward Flex and led him down the

tree, branch by branch , until they met on the
ground.

 



When flex reached on the ground, summy said,
can i go with you flex?

Flex replied, yes , but why are you leaving your
friend?



Summy replied to Flex, İ do not want to
live with them because they are selfish.
Summary and Flex became friends and 

 they lived in one cave.
 


